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ABSTRACT: OCS binding to and reactivity with isolated gold cluster cations, Aun+
(n = 1−10), has been studied by infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD)
spectroscopy in conjunction with quantum chemical calculations. The distribution of
complexes AunSx(OCS)m+ formed reﬂects the relative reactivity of diﬀerent cluster
sizes with OCS, under the multiple collision conditions of our ablation source. The
IR-MPD spectra of Aun(OCS)+ (n = 3−10) clusters are interpreted in terms of either
μ1 or μ2 S binding motifs. Analysis of the fragmentation products following infrared
excitation of parent Aun(OCS)+ clusters reveals strongly size-selective (odd−even)
branching ratios for OCS and CO loss, respectively. CO loss signiﬁes infrared-driven
OCS decomposition on the cluster surface and is observed to occur predominantly on even n clusters (i.e., those with odd electron
counts). The experimental data, including fragmentation branching ratios, are consistent with calculated potential energy landscapes,
in which the initial species trapped are molecularly bound entrance channel complexes, rather than global minimum inserted
structures. Attempts to generate Rhn(OCS)+ and Ptn(OCS)+ equivalents failed; only sulﬁde reaction products were observed in the
mass spectrum, even after cooling the cluster source to −100 °C.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to accept and donate electrons is central to
catalytic function and thus controlling the charge on a catalytic
particle is also important. This can be done using a catalyst
support and/or spectator ligands.8,9,12,24 For example, partial
electron transfer from a MgO support plays a key role in the
activity of the Au8 catalyst.26,27 Surface X-ray absorption
studies of CO oxidation on gold clusters have revealed
optimum activity when 60% of gold is positively charged,28−30
and trace water levels can perturb the electron density on a
gold catalyst particle enhancing its reactivity.12
Gas-phase cluster studies can achieve exquisite control of
both cluster size and charge state. Mass spectrometry
techniques permit the study of trends in reactivity and charge
characteristics, which may guide target properties for deposited
particles.31−33 Such fundamental studies, using a range of
techniques,34−36 including ion mobility37−39 and visible
photodissociation spectroscopy,40 continue to reveal unique
physicochemical features in gold clusters, Aun+/0/−, such as the
transformation from planar to three-dimensional ground state
structures at surprisingly large cluster sizes (n = 8,11,12 for
cations, neutrals, and anions, respectively), another result

In marked contrast to its inert bulk state, nanoscale gold
exhibits pronounced and selective catalytic activity under mild
conditions.1−3 The increased reactivity of small gold particles is
understood to arise from relativistic eﬀects leading to the dband lying higher in energy than for bulk gold.4−6 As such,
small gold clusters and nanoparticles have found application in
reactions as diverse as CO oxidation, epoxidation, nitric oxide
reduction, alcohol synthesis, the water gas shift reaction, air
puriﬁcation, and water splitting.1,2,7−13 Gold has a famously
strong bond with sulfur, and alkanethiols and disulﬁdes at gold
surfaces have received much attention,14−16 as has the
protection of gold clusters using thiolates.17 These serve to
stabilize gold nanoparticles, preventing their coalescence, and
ﬁnd applications ranging from drug delivery, to enantiospeciﬁc
catalysis, and the semiconductor industry.15−18 Accordingly,
the study of the Au−S interaction and binding motifs such as
sulfur bridges have been crucial to the development of this
ﬁeld.19
Key features in determining the activity of a gold particle are
its size and charge with the latter dependent on the nature of
any support.3,8,9,20−24 The exact particle size can have a
profound eﬀect on catalytic activity, and many studies have
attempted to identify the perfect nanocatalyst size and
structure for a particular application.23,25 These catalysts can
range from a few atoms (Au8 clusters are particularly active in
CO oxidation26,27) to several nanometers.3
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reactant in that a range of diﬀerent potential binding motifs to
gold clusters are possible. OCS denotes an analogue of CO2
but S- and O-bound structures can lead to diﬀerential
activation in a similar way to N and O binding of N2O.74,94
CO2, N2O, and OCS are isoelectronic 16 valence electron
systems95−97 and may be activated either by withdrawing
electron density from the strongly bonding HOMO or by
electron donation into the antibonding π* LUMO. CO2
binding to cations suggests weak activation by the
former,98−102 but anionic clusters can lead to extensive CO2
bending/activation by donation into the LUMO103 (see, for
example, [Pt4CO2]−).104 Activation of OCS on metal clusters
thus depends on the electron density of the cluster and its
ability to donate or withdraw electron density.
Here, we describe a detailed free electron laser IR-MPD
study designed to understand the binding of OCS to cationic
gold clusters, Aun+ (n = 1−10). Gold clusters are generated by
laser ablation, exposed to low pressure OCS under thermalizing multiple collision conditions, and the species produced
are subject to intense infrared tunable radiation from a free
electron laser. The resulting IR-MPD spectra reveal details of
the interactions involved as well as cluster size-dependent
reaction pathways.

arising from relativistic eﬀects. These and other investigations
of Aun+/0/− clusters often reveal oscillating trends with
increasing cluster size, n, in properties including cluster
stability, dissociation energy, ionization potential, electron
aﬃnity, fragmentation pathways and HOMO−LUMO
gap.20,41−48
Due to the electronic structure of gold, the cluster size, n,
and charge eﬀects are very closely linked,49 and many
observations have been interpreted in terms of electron
counting models in which each gold atom, with the
[Xe]4f145d106s1 conﬁguration, is considered monovalent,
similarly to alkali metals.20,50 Within such jellium models,51
gold clusters exhibit electronic shell structures with magic
numbers corresponding to shell closures at 8, 18, 20, etc.52,53
Similarly, oscillating odd−even eﬀects in the size dependence
of many gold cluster properties are explained by electron
pairing with every other cluster size having odd numbers of
electrons, i.e., Aun0 (n = odd) or Aun± (n = even).
Vibrational spectroscopy provides an ideal tool with which
to explore molecular activation on metal clusters via red shifts
in adsorbate stretching frequencies. On gold clusters, these
spectral shifts and the activation they reﬂect, often exhibit
odd−even oscillations. Along with other techniques,54−62
infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) studies of
O2 binding to Aun+/0/− have revealed that O2 binds only to
even n anion clusters,63 to Aun+ cations with low second
ionization energies (e.g., Au10+ and Au22+),64 and that O2 is
more activated by odd than even n neutral clusters.65 The NO
stretching frequency of AunNO+ complexes exhibits marked
odd−even alternation, as the unpaired electron in the Aun+ (n
= even) clusters eﬃciently donates into the NO π* orbital,
eﬃciently activating it.7
Infrared studies of other adsorbates (e.g., CO,7,66 methane,67
methanol,68−70 ethanol,71 and ethene72) on gold clusters
suggest alternative binding mechanisms for which odd−even
size eﬀects are less clear. All small gold clusters selectively
dissociate a single C−H bond in CH4 but, while CH4 binding
energies to Aun+ show a clear size dependence,73 this is not
reﬂected in the IR-MPD spectra.67 Infrared action spectroscopy has also been used extensively to study Au+−Lm (L = N2O,
CO, NO, H2O, and small hydrocarbons) metal−ligand
complexes.74−79
When radical species such as OH are preadsorbed onto gold
cluster anions the odd−even pattern in cluster reactivity
reverses, accounting for the role of water in the enhanced
activity of some nano gold catalysts.12 Indeed, the binding of
one molecule to a cluster can have a profound eﬀect on the
subsequent adsorption of a second molecule. Coadsorption of
H2, for example, enhances O2 binding to Aun+,62 and the
presence of CO promotes O2 binding to otherwise unreactive
Aun−, leading to CO2 formation.80−83
In guided ion beam experiments of metal monomer cations
(M+) with OCS, Armentrout and co-workers,84−89 found MS+
to be the dominant reaction product following insertionelimination. Bohme and co-workers, by contrast, showed that
under single collision conditions OCS binds molecularly to
Au+, without AuS+ formation.90
Here, we present an infrared spectroscopic study of OCS
binding to gas-phase gold clusters. Carbonyl sulﬁde is an
important sulfur transfer reagent in the hydrodesulfurisation of
natural gas,91,92 and OCS interaction, activation, and reactivity
with extended metal surfaces have been extensively studied.93
OCS also represents an intrinsically interesting adsorbate/

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
The instrument and IR source used in these studies have been
described in detail previously.104−107 Brieﬂy, gold cluster
cations are generated by pulsed laser ablation of a gold target
in the presence of He carrier gas within a cluster source
maintained at ca. 30 °C. Low pressure OCS is introduced to a
reaction channel ∼40 mm downstream from the ablation
point. The clusters undergo multiple thermal collisions with
OCS and He prior to expansion into vacuum, forming a cluster
beam. The resulting distribution of cationic species is probed
by reﬂectron time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry. The whole
experiment operates at 10 Hz, and mass-resolved IR-MPD
spectra are recorded by subjecting alternate cluster pulses to
the output of the FHI infrared free electron laser105 (operating
at 350−2300 cm−1). IR-MPD spectra are recorded by
evaluating the fractional depletion of the parent ion signal, as
a function of infrared wavenumber.
In order to help interpret the experimental spectra, we have
performed a DFT study of energetically low-lying structural
isomers of relevant species in diﬀerent spin states. The Aun+
and, subsequently, Aun(OCS)+ structure search was performed
using a large range of chemically intuitive starting structures, in
addition to the stochastic KICK algorithm developed by
Addicoat and Metha.108 The search for the Aun+ geometries
included structures determined by ion mobility measurements.38 A range of functionals and basis sets was employed,
with comparisons shown below for the representative UB3P86SDD,109 functional-basis set combination. Scalar relativistic
eﬀects were included via the use of the Stuttgart Dresden
eﬀective core potential (ECP60 for gold atoms).110 Use of the
TPSS functional111 and Def2TZVP112,113 basis set, and further
inclusion of dispersion parameters,114,115 made no qualitative
diﬀerence to the relative energy ordering of key structures. To
aid comparison with experiment, calculated frequencies have
been scaled by a factor of 1.039 to match the known frequency
of the CS stretch in free OCS.116 All calculations were
performed using the Gaussian09 suite of programs.117 The
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nor is there evidence for production of Aun(CO) +, Aun(CS)+,
or Aun(SO)+. The prevalence of S atom transfer over O atom
transfer reﬂects the relative CO and CS bond strengths of
OCS (6.51 and 3.22 eV, respectively), which in turn
determines the height of the transition state for reactivity.118
In similar experiments performed with Ptn+ (n ≤ 15) and
Rhn+ (n ≤ 25) clusters, no [Mn(OCS)]+ complexes were
observed, with all clusters in this size range reacting readily to
form sulﬁdes, MnSx+ (see Figure S1, Supporting Information).
Even under cooled (−100 °C) cluster source conditions, no
[Mn(OCS)]+ species were detected for M = Pt, Rh.
Under the multiple collision conditions employed here, it is
clear from Figure 1b that the branching ratios of reactions 1
and 2 show marked size dependence in the small size regime n
≤ 4. Mass spectra were measured at a wide range of backing
pressures and OCS partial pressures, and Figure 1 is
representative of the distributions obtained. Figure 2

Supporting Information contains further details of the
computational methods and results.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Mass Spectra and Aun+ + OCS Reactivity. Figure 1
shows the mass spectrum of species produced by the ablation

Figure 2. Relative species abundance of the major AunSx(OCS)m+ (n
= 1−10, m = 0−2, x = 0, 1) species produced in the cluster beam by
ablation of a gold target with OCS introduced downstream. Although
shown for the individual conditions employed in Figure 1, these
distributions are representative of all OCS pressures employed. The
relative abundance is determined from the time-of-ﬂight spectrum as
the integrated area of each AunX+ signal as a fraction of the area of all
X species for each n.

Figure 1. (a) Representative time-of-ﬂight mass spectrum obtained
following laser ablation of a gold target in the presence of a carrier gas
of helium and reaction gas of OCS. (b) An enlarged section of (a)
illustrating size-dependent reactivity for the smallest clusters.

summarizes the relative intensities of species produced as a
function of cluster size, n. In the case of the monomer cation,
Au+, only sequential complexation is observed, resulting in
[Au(OCS)m]+ species (the square brackets reﬂecting that these
are molecular formulas only, and no information on the nature
of the adsorption, molecular versus dissociative, should be
inferred). These observations are consistent with the single
collision experiments by Bohme and co-workers of a range of
monomer cations,90 in which PtS+ was the sole product of Pt+
+ OCS reactions, but no AuS+ was observed in the reaction of
Au+. By contrast, for reactions of Aun+ (2 ≤ n ≤ 8) + OCS, the
sulﬁde represents a major reaction product (blue and green
columns in Figure 2).
The ﬁnal Au2+ signal itself is anomalously weak, in part
reﬂecting the eﬃciency of the S atom transfer reaction.
However, the [Au2(OCS)2]+ signal suggests [Au2(OCS)]+
exists as a highly reactive intermediate but is not easily
stabilized by collision. With the notable exception of Au2+,
eﬃcient [Aun(OCS)]+ stabilization occurs on all cluster sizes
(black bars), and the branching ratio for process 1 increases
relative to process 2, with increasing n, suggesting a smooth
decrease in bond breaking (i.e., AunS+ forming) reactivity. For

of a gold target in the presence of low pressure OCS
introduced via the late mixing valve. Conditions were
optimized to generate clusters in the size range Aun+ (n =
1−15) and a range of OCS complexes and other reaction
products are observed. Two net processes dominate the initial
product species identiﬁed in the mass spectra:
Complexation
Au n+ + OCS → [Au n(OCS)]+

(1)

S atom transfer
Au n+ + OCS → Au nS+ + CO

(2)

The latter may be direct, or more likely, decomposition
following process 1. There is no evidence in the mass spectrum
for the conceivable O atom transfer reaction:
O atom transfer
Au n+ + OCS → Au nO+ + CS

Article

(3)
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all cluster sizes 3 ≤ n ≤ 10, the [Aun(OCS)]+ signal is strong
enough to record IR-MPD spectra (see section 3.2).
3.2. IR-MPD Spectra of Aun(OCS)+. Figure 3 shows the
IR-MPD spectra of [Aun(OCS)]+ (n = 3−10) clusters. The

Article

Au10(OCS)+ spectrum exhibits a broad nonzero background
that extends from 700 to 2300 cm−1 and beyond. This broad,
reproducible signal, which will be the subject of a future
publication in its own right, is not unique to Au10(OCS)+. It
has been observed in several other systems of closed shell
ligands binding to Au10+ and we thus believe it to be an
inherent feature of the Au10+ cluster, probably an anomalously
low-lying electronic band. Second, the CS stretch in the
Au5(OCS)+ spectrum is red-shifted relative to the same band
in other clusters and will be discussed in section 3.3 below. For
completeness, the corresponding spectra of the AunS(OCS)+
(n = 2−6) clusters are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information and are analyzed in the same way as Aun(OCS)+
clusters.
3.3. Comparison with Simulated Spectra from DFT
Calculations. To conﬁrm the assignments made above, the
experimental Aun(OCS)+ (n = 3−10) IR-MPD spectra have
been compared with the simulated spectra of energetically lowlying structures from density functional theory. By way of
example, Figure 4 shows both experimental and simulated

Figure 3. IR-MPD spectra of Aun(OCS)+ (n = 3−10) clusters
illustrating molecularly adsorbed OCS. The dashed lines indicate the
frequency of the bend (520 cm−1), CS stretch (859 cm−1), and
CO stretch (2062 cm−1) vibrations in free OCS.116

spectra are similar for all cluster sizes, with clear features
observed near 2100 and 790 cm−1 and some evidence of a
third feature around 500 cm−1. These bands are readily
interpreted as the fully allowed fundamental bands of the OCS
vibrational normal modes: the CO stretch, the CS stretch,
and the bending modes, respectively, and their presence
unambiguously identiﬁes the OCS binding as molecular (i.e.,
nondissociative).
Comparison of the observed band positions with those in
free OCS (CO stretch, 2062 cm−1; CS stretch, 859 cm−1;
bend, 520 cm−1),116 give a clear indication of the nature of this
binding. The CS band in Aun(OCS)+ is red-shifted by ca. 70
cm−1 (8%) relative to that in free OCS while the CO band is
weakly blue-shifted by ca. 40 cm−1 (2%), clearly indicating
binding via the S atom. This is consistent with the calculated
structures and simulated spectra in section 3.3, below which
these entrance channel species are shown to be bound
predominantly by sigma donation from the bonding OCS
HOMO, which is mainly located on the CS bond (see
Figure S12, Supporting Information).
Only weak trends in the vibrational band positions with
cluster size are observed. The 2100 cm−1 band is essentially
static with cluster size, while the CS stretch blue-shifts
slightly from 770 to 795 cm−1 between n = 3 and 10. Two
other features in Figure 3 are worthy of note; First, the

Figure 4. Comparison of the IR-MPD spectrum of Au8(OCS)+ with
simulated IR spectra for energetically low-lying isomers, all with a
doublet spin state. Intensities are given as ε, the molar absorption
coeﬃcient. Energies are relative to the lowest molecularly bound
structure and are zero-point corrected. Other cluster sizes are in the
Supporting Information.

spectra of Au8(OCS)+. Calculations of other cluster sizes reveal
qualitatively similar structures and simulated spectra (see
Figures S6−S8, Supporting Information). All calculated
structures shown in Figure 4 are doublet spin states, with
higher multiplicities calculated to lie at least 1.97 eV higher in
energy. All simulated spectra have been convoluted with a
Lorentzian function with a 20 cm−1 full width half-maximum to
aid comparison with the experimental data.
The lowest energy structure calculated is an inserted
SAu8(CO)+ structure that lies much lower in energy than
molecularly bound structures. The presence of the CO band
in the same 2100 cm−1 spectral region as the OCS CO
5392
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stretch renders this area useless for diagnostic purposes. The
CS stretching region (∼790 cm−1), by contrast, is much
more useful since observation of the CS stretching band is
inconsistent with insertion into the CS bond and thus the
spectrum cannot be assigned to the lowest energy calculated
structure. Isomers with insertion into the CO bond of OCS
lie at least 3.31 eV higher in energy than the lowest lying
structure identiﬁed, and so can be neglected. Hence, the
spectrum in Figure 4 is assigned to molecularly adsorbed OCS.
For this reason, the energies of the calculated structures are
given relative to the lowest energy molecularly bound
structure.
In the lowest energy molecularly bound structure of
Au8(OCS)+, the OCS is signiﬁcantly activated, as indicated
by the markedly bent nature of the OCS, which is doubly
bound in a side-on fashion, similar to the structure of activated
CO2 on [Pt4]−.104 The experimental spectrum, however, does
not support this structure for which signiﬁcant red shifts in
both stretching modes are predicted. Instead, the spectrum
matches well with an isomer lying 0.31 eV higher in energy
than the activated species. In this structure, the OCS is Sbound and remains essentially linear with the vibrational bands
are only weakly shifted from those in free OCS. This suggests
that the complex remains trapped in an entrance channel
structure behind a signiﬁcant reaction barrier to such
activation, and much earlier on the reaction pathway than
the dissociation barrier, resulting in the putative global
minimum structure. All other Aun(OCS)+ clusters studied
can be similarly assigned to equivalent entrance channel
species. There is little evidence of O-bound structures in any
cluster studied here, unlike previous studies of N2O on various
small metal clusters.74
The Au5(OCS)+ cluster represents an interesting anomaly.
The CS stretch for this cluster is red-shifted relative to all
other cluster sizes. Figure 5 shows this further activation can be
explained by unique μ2 binding of the OCS, leading to
additional withdrawal of electron density from the CS πbond. This bonding is facilitated by the uniquely ﬂexible
structure of the Au5+ planar bow tie structure. Figure 5b shows
that the μ1 and μ2 structures are almost isoenergetic and
intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations ﬁnd a low, 0.12 eV,
barrier between the two. Both minima lie more than 0.75 eV
below the Au5+ + OCS asymptote. The negative signal at ca.
800 cm−1 suggests enhancement into this channel arising from
fragmentation of larger clusters (such as Au5(OCS)2+), and
thus we cannot rule out an additional (weak) μ1-bound
structure. Two similarly low-lying minima were also observed
in a DFT study of Au5+(C2H6),119 and gold clusters are known
to exhibit a wide range of low-lying structural isomers with low
barriers to interconversion between cluster geometries.25,37,66
Under the conditions employed here, multiple OCS
molecules can bind to the smaller cluster sizes. Aun(OCS)m+
(n;m = 3;3, 4;3, 4;4) are also produced but are not observable
on the scale of Figure 2. This introduces new features to the
IR-MPD spectra, as shown in Figure 6 for Aun(OCS)m+ (n =
2−4; m = 1−4) species. As more OCS molecules are adsorbed,
the intensity of the bending mode (∼500 cm−1) increases with
respect to that of the CS stretch. For m = n clusters an
additional band appears around 1000 cm−1 . Spectral
simulations using the harmonic approximation are unable to
assign this band (see Figure S10, Supporting Information).
The closest harmonic frequency is that of an O-bound OCS,
which is calculated to appear around 908 cm−1. Instead, the

Article

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the IR-MPD spectra of Au4(OCS)+ and
Au5(OCS)+ in the region of the CS stretch, with simulated IR
spectra for energetically low-lying isomers. Intensities are given as ε,
the molar absorption coeﬃcient. Uniquely for Au5(OCS)+, we see
evidence for μ2-bound OCS. Weak enhancement in the Au5(OCS)+
signal around 800 cm−1 probably arises from depletion into this
channel from Au5(OCS)2+. (b) Calculated barrier height for the
transition from μ1 OCS binding to μ2.

new feature is assigned as an overtone/combination band
arising from the linear combination of bending modes of
individual OCS molecules. The vertical dashed lines in Figure
6 mark twice the value of the observed bending fundamental.
The good overlap with the new feature and high intensity of
the bending fundamental supports the overtone assignment.
Spectral intensities in IR-MPD spectra must, however, be
interpreted carefully. The OCS binding energy decreases with
increasing m and each 1000 cm−1 photon delivers twice the
energy of a 500 cm−1 photon and thus half the number of
photons is required to drive fragmentation.
The anharmonic frequency calculation of Au2(OCS)2+ in
Figure 6 shows that the band can be assigned to combination
bands of the in-phase (+) and out-of-phase (−) bending
modes of the two ligands. The calculated intensity ratio of the
band fundamental to the combination band is similar to that
observed experimentally. Au2(OCS)2+ is planar, and the OCS
ligands can bend both in plane and out of plane. In-phase
combinations of both give rise to IR active bands, with
displacement vectors given as B1+ and B2+ in Figure 6b,
respectively. The corresponding out-of-phase versions are IR
inactive (B1− and B2−), but anharmonicity can couple them
with their IR active counterparts to generate combination
bands B1+,− and B2+,−, very close in energy to the B1+ and B2+
overtones. For m = 1 species no such combination bands exist,
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dissociation thresholds.94,104,120−123 For the species observed
here, plausible fragmentation pathways include:
Simple ligand loss
Au n(OCS)+ + hν → Au n+ + OCS

(4)

IR-induced fragmentation
Au n(OCS)+ + hν → Au nS+ + CO

(5)

Simple ligand loss
Au n(OCS)2+ + hν → Au n(OCS)+ + OCS

(6)

IR-induced fragmentation
Au n(OCS)2+ + hν → Au nS(OCS)+ + CO

(7)

Simple ligand loss
Au nS(OCS)+ + hν → Au nS+ + OCS

(8)

IR-induced fragmentation
Au nS(OCS)+ + hν → Au nS2+ + CO

(9)

Given that the spectroscopy indicates only molecularly
adsorbed OCS, CO loss channels provide a clear signature of
IR-induced OCS fragmentation. Figure 7 gives two example
systems, Au2Sx(OCS)m+ and Au6Sx(OCS)m+, which illustrate
the challenge of matching depletions with corresponding
enhancements. In some cases, unambiguous matching proves

Figure 6. (a) IR-MPD spectra illustrating an additional band present
for Aun(OCS)m+ species where m = n, along with the anharmonic
simulated spectrum for the S-bound entrance channel Au2(OCS)2+
cluster. (b) B1+ and B1− for the out of plane OCS bends that are inphase and out-of-phase, respectively, and + , − for a linear
combination of the two. Similarly, B2+ and B2− correspond to the
in plane OCS bends. The dashed lines in (a) are positioned at twice
the experimental bending frequency of all cluster sizes, and the solid
red vertical line indicates the calculated frequency for an O-bound
OCS in Au2(OCS)2+.

only overtones and the bands in the spectra are accordingly
weak.
The reason for the apparent absence of the S-bound CS
stretch for the Au4(OCS)4+ structure is unclear. For clusters n
> 4, a maximum of one or two OCS molecules are observed to
bind under the conditions employed here.
3.4. Size-Selective IR-Induced Bond Breaking. The IRMPD spectra of Aun(OCS)+ clusters provide good evidence of
kinetically trapped entrance channel complexes. For every
depletion signal observed in the IR-MPD spectrum of a parent
ion, a corresponding enhancement must be observed in some
daughter fragment mass channel. The fragment lost upon IR
absorption provides important information on the reaction
pathway and the relative height of potential barriers and

Figure 7. IR-MPD spectra of AunSx(OCS)m+ (m = 0−2, x = 0−2), (a)
n = 2 and (b) n = 6, plotted as the absolute diﬀerence (infrared on −
infrared oﬀ), with depletion plotted in the positive direction. These
example sizes illustrate the range of possible combinations of
desorption pathways, indicated by the arrows. The blue arrow is
depletion by loss of CO and the orange arrow is loss of OCS.
5394
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Figure 8. IR-MPD spectra of AunSx(OCS)m+ (n = 2−10, m = 0−4, x = 0, 1) clusters plotted as the absolute diﬀerence (infrared on − infrared oﬀ,
depletion plotted in the positive direction) in the region of the CS stretch. Desorption pathways of Aun(OCS)+ are indicated by the arrows. The
other spectral regions can be found in the Supporting Information and are qualitatively similar. Bare Au3+ and Au4+ enhancements have not been
given as the ion signal is too large to measure small enhancements reliably.

impossible but in other cases, convincing conclusions can be
drawn. For example, enhancement in the Au2S(OCS)+ channel
between 350 and 1200 cm−1 is a likely signature of IR-driven
OCS decomposition in Au2(OCS)2+, though some OCS loss
from Au2S(OCS)2+ cannot be ruled out.
For larger clusters, such as n = 6, the pathways are less
complex as fewer multiply decorated clusters are produced. It
is clear in Figure 7b that most Au6S+ production arises from
IR-driven CO loss from Au6(OCS)+ signifying IR-induced
fragmentation. The similar enhancements observed in both the
Au6+ and Au6S+ reﬂect comparable branching ratios for
processes 4 and 5, suggesting that the transition state to
OCS dissociation on this cluster lies at an energy comparable
with the Au6+ + OCS dissociation threshold.
Figure 8 shows the IR-MPD spectra for Aun(OCS)+ (n = 2−
10) and related species in the region of the CS stretch. Bare
Au3+ and Au4+ spectra have not been given as the mass signal is
too large to measure reliable signal enhancements in these
channels. Colored arrows indicate either unambiguous OCS
loss (process 4, orange arrows) or CO loss (process 5, blue
arrows). A notable odd−even alternation is observed in the
relative branching ratios for the two processes. For even n
Aun(OCS)+ species, IR absorption tips the system over the
dissociation barrier to completion, leading to eﬃcient CO loss.
Of particular note, n = 8 exhibits almost exclusive CO loss. By
contrast, for odd n the dominant process is OCS loss, the
branching ratio for which is close to unity for n = 5, 7, and 9.
This represents the ﬁrst evidence of odd−even size-selective
infrared-induced chemistry in metal cluster systems.
The key reactivity (i.e., IR-driven CO loss) information in
Figure 8 is collated in Figure 9, together with similar
information in the region of the other OCS vibrations. Here,
the reactivity is quantiﬁed as a ratio of the integrated AunSx+
enhancement to the depletion of the Aun(OCS)m+ parent,
corrected for simple ligand loss from AunSx(OCS)m+ (process
8):
Reactivity

Figure 9. IR-induced reactivity, measured as a ratio of integrals of the
spectra in Figure 8 and equivalent for the other two bands in the
Supporting Information. Speciﬁcally, the enhancement is into the
sulﬁde clusters, AunS1,2+, as a fraction of Aun(OCS)m+ depletion,
correcting for sulﬁde enhancement from the depletion of AunS(OCS)m+ clusters.

due to the small depletions which result in limited signal-tonoise.
The Au5+ series shows some divergence from the general
picture, with Figure S5 in the Supporting Information showing
much larger enhancements observed in the Au5S+ and Au5S2+
channels following excitation in the 2100 cm−1 region. This is
explained by the AunS(OCS)+ depletion spectra in Figure 8
(see also Figure S4 and S5, Supporting Information), which
reﬂects diﬀerent OCS binding for Au5S(OCS)+. The absence
of the CS stretch band for this cluster may indicate
dissociative adsorption of OCS, in which case the observed
2100 cm−1 band arises from the CO stretch in Au5S2(CO)+.
3.5. Simulated Reaction Pathway and Proposed
Mechanism. The IR-MPD spectra and the fragmentation
branching ratios yield important information on the relevant
reactive potential energy surface, a key part of which is shown
in Figure 10 for Au8,9+ + OCS calculated at the B3P86-SDD
level. Three relevant potential minima are observed along the
reaction pathway: an S-bound entrance channel complex, an
activated species with distorted OCS structure, and an inserted
putative global minimum structure. The calculated pathways
agree well with the assignment of entrance channel complexes
in the discussion of Figure 3 and 4; multiple collision
conditions enable clusters to be trapped behind TS1.
The reactive potential energy surface in Figure 10 also agrees
qualitatively with the fragmentation pathways observed in
Figure 8. As the entrance channel complex absorbs IR photons,
the route taken across the reactive surface is dictated by the
ﬁrst channel to open. In the case of the n = 8 species, with its

∑x Au nSx + − ∑m Au nS(OCS)m+
∑m Au n(OCS)m+

Overall, analysis of the bend and CO stretch regions gives
similar results to those for the CS stretch region (Figure S5,
Supporting Information) with branching ratios of CS bond
breaking higher for even clusters than for adjacent odd clusters,
reﬂecting the radical (unpaired electron) character of the
former. The bending region data must be treated with caution
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Figure 10. Key part of the potential energy surfaces for the dissociation of OCS on (a) Au8+ (2S + 1 = 2) and (b) Au9+ (2S + 1 = 1), calculated at
the B3P86-SDD level of theory. Geometries given are the lowest energy of each type and energies are relative to the Aun+ + OCS asymptote. The
green levels in (b) indicate clusters based on a diﬀerent Au9+ isomeric structure, which correlates with the lowest energy Au9+S product.

the ability of Aun+ to activate NO molecules.7 Hence, even
though positively charged, the unpaired electron in the even n
clusters is diﬀuse, weakly bound, and readily donated (see
Figure 11c). The opposite is true for the odd clusters (note
that Au3+ has a qualitatively diﬀerent activated species).
Electron donation from closed-shell cationic clusters is highly
unfavorable as shown in Figure 11c, resulting in reduced
stabilization of the activated species. Figure S13, in the
Supporting Information, shows an orbital representation of the
electron donation for n = 8. In a similar way to that noted by
Holmgren et al.,129 the well matched symmetry of the Au8+
HOMO and OCS LUMO enhances their interaction. Parts d
and e of Figure 11 illustrate structural parameters in the
activated species (bond angles and bond lengths), demonstrating the degree of activation, which also show alternations.
The relevant calculated potential minima go some way to
explaining the unusual observations made for Au5S(OCS)+, in
which absence of the CS band (Figure 8) was assigned to
dissociatively adsorbed OCS. Simulated spectra for Au5S(OCS)+ isomers are depicted in Figure S9, Supporting
Information. Figure 12b shows that the activated Au5S(OCS)+
lies particularly low in energy, and so it is possible that the
entrance channel species is not trapped at all. In this case, the
ﬂuxionality around the central Au5+ atom facilitates surmounting TS1. Previously, low-energy intermediates were predicted
only for even size clusters but the structures of Au5S(OCS)+
are highly similar to the Au6+ pathway in Figure S11. It seems
as if the sulfur atom behaves like an additional gold atom,
inducing a reversal in the odd−even electron counting eﬀect
for n = 5. In addition, Figure 12a shows signiﬁcant
enhancement into Au5S2+ following Au5S(OCS)+ excitation,
which is also unique to this cluster size. The overall process in
Figure 12b is endothermic, so when IR light is absorbed, the
loss of CO and formation of Au5S2+ is a higher energy process
than OCS loss. However, if the OCS is indeed already
dissociated, then CO loss is more facile as OCS formation and
loss would require a bimolecular surface reaction.

unpaired electron, this is TS1 between the entrance channel
and the activated species, and further to complete dissociation
and CO loss, an overall exothermic process. By contrast, on the
n = 9 singlet surface, the dissociation channel to the Au9+ +
OCS asymptote opens below TS1 and thus this channel
dominates. The size-selective IR-driven chemistry observed in
Figure 8 is thus diagnostic of the diﬀering shapes of the
potential energy surface.
Similar arguments apply to all cluster sizes (n = 2−10), and
Figure 11a compares the relative energies of the three
important Aun(OCS)+ minima identiﬁed for n = 8, 9 in Figure
10, together with those of the Aun+ + OCS/AunS+ + CO
thresholds. The geometries of these corresponding minima and
relevant molecular orbitals are depicted in Figures S11, S13,
and S14, in the Supporting Information. All cluster sizes have
an S-bound entrance channel complex with binding energy
reducing smoothly with increasing n, consistent with the
reactivity data in Figure 2 (black columns). In contrast, the
calculated energies of the activated species show clear
separation between even and odd cluster sizes, with the
former all signiﬁcantly bound, unlike the odd cluster
equivalents. This point is emphasized by the oscillation in
Figure 11b.
The CO loss channel is only favorable if both (i) the overall
process is exothermic and (ii) the barriers along the pathway
are all submerged relative to the Aun+ + OCS threshold. Within
the uncertainty of the calculations, the overall Aun+ + OCS →
AunS+ + CO reaction (process 2) is thermodynamically
possible for almost all even n clusters studied (n = 4 being
the notable exception). Conversely, n = 9 is the only odd
cluster with an exothermic pathway. Furthermore, although
there is no spectroscopic evidence for the activated species,
both TS1 and TS2 must, by deﬁnition, lie higher in energy
than the activated species. Hence, real barriers to reaction must
exist on the n = 3, 5, and 9 surfaces (see also Figure 10). It is
reasonable to assume that the barriers connecting the lower
lying minima associated with the even clusters will have lower
transition states, similar to n = 8 (Figure 10).
The radical nature of Aun+ (n = even) clusters and closedshell Aun+ (n = odd) are reﬂected in the respective doublet and
singlet multiplicities of the ground state Aun(OCS)+ surfaces.
By analogy with CO2, an eﬀective way of activating OCS is
partial electron transfer into the antibonding LUMO orbital,
which drives bending of the molecule.95−97 Although most
common in anionic species,103,124−126 Jiang and co-workers
and others have observed cationic clusters donating electron
density for CO2 activation,127,128 and Fielicke et al. described

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Infrared multiple photon dissociation spectroscopy combined
with quantum chemical calculations has led to a detailed
understanding of the nature of the binding of OCS to small
gold cluster cations. Spectra are interpreted as the fundamental
bands (and in some cases combination bands) of OCS
vibrational modes. All evidence points to OCS being
molecularly S-bound at atop sites on gold clusters in entrance
channel minima, rather than the lowest energy, CS inserted,
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Figure 12. (a) The IR-MPD spectra of Au5Sx(OCS)m+ in the region
of the CO stretch. Intensity is given as the absolute diﬀerence
(infrared on − infrared oﬀ), with depletion plotted in the positive
direction. (b) Minima on the potential energy surface of Au5S(OCS)+.

on platinum oxide clusters ([PtnO(CO)]+).120 In the former
case, the fact that comparable chemistry was observed in
subsequent collisional and blackbody radiation experiments
suggests a purely statistical (i.e., thermal) process.130,131 To the
best of our knowledge, however, there have been no single
collision experiments on the OCS + Aun+ reaction. It would be
interesting to see if the odd−even alternation in the
decomposition reaction observed here was preserved in such
reactivity experiments.

Figure 11. (a) Minima on the potential energy surface of cluster sizes
n = 2−10. It illustrates an odd−even eﬀect; the unpaired electron in
even cluster sizes is able to stabilize the activated species. The
Au2(OCS) + series is given as example structure types. (b) Binding
energies of the spectrally assigned entrance channel species and the
activated species relative to the Aun+ + OCS asymptote. (c) Diﬀerence
in the Mulliken atomic charges located on Aun in the activated and
entrance channel species. (d) OCS bond angle in the activated
species. (e) CS bond length in the activated species. The brackets
for n = 3 indicate the diﬀerent form of the activated species for this
cluster, with the cluster base not intact.
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structures. The only exception is the n = 5 cluster for which
evidence of μ2 binding exists due to the uniquely ﬂexible bow
tie structure of Au5+.
Of particular note, marked odd−even alternations in the
branching ratio for OCS vs CO loss are observed following
pumping of the infrared OCS bands in Aun(OCS)+. These
ﬂuctuations reﬂect the size-dependent features of the Aun+ +
OCS → AunS+ + CO reactive potential energy surface and
mark the ﬁrst time such alternating size-selective eﬀects have
been observed in infrared-driven cluster reactivity. Similar IRdriven chemistry on small metal clusters has previously been
observed in the case of nitrous oxide decomposition on
rhodium and rhodium oxide clusters
([RhnOm(N2O)]+)94,121,122 and in the CO oxidation reaction
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